I Live My Life In Growing Orbits
from "Five Poems of Rainer Maria Rilke"

Music by Mark Abel

Piano

\( \text{\textbf{I live my life\ldots in growing orbits}} \)

\( \text{\textbf{\textbf{which move over the things\ldots of the world.}}} \)

\( \text{\textbf{Perhaps\ldots I can never\ldots achieve the}} \)
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last, but that will be my attempt
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\( \text{fervently} \)

\( \text{I am} \)

\( \text{mf without pedal} \)

\( \text{with pedal} \)

\( \text{circ - ling - a - round God,} \)

\( \text{ancient tower} \)

\( \text{with pedal} \)

\( \text{moltorit.} \)
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and I have been__ circling for a thousand years__

and I____ still don't know if I___ am a fal__ con____ or a

cresc.

or a great song_

storm,

rit.